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Oracle RAC technology is the advance level of database which is designed to provide high availability and
scalability. Oracle RAC is installed on multiple servers and it forms the foundation for database cloud.

Hadoop Clusters : An Introduction | Hadoop Guide
In talking about Hadoop clusters, first we need to define two terms: cluster and node. A cluster is a collection of
nodes. A node is a process running on a virtual or physical machine or in a container. We say process because a
code would be running other programs beside Hadoop. When Hadoop is ...

Introduction to the Oracle Database
Oracle Database Architecture. An Oracle database is a collection of data treated as a unit. The purpose of a
database is to store and retrieve related information. A database server is the key to solving the problems of
information management.

Documentation for Red Hat Products
Register. If you are a new customer, register now for access to product evaluations and purchasing capabilities.
Need access to an account? If your company has an existing Red Hat account, your organization administrator
can grant you access.

Oracle University
Oracle University Learn to Use E-Business Suite Products that Manage Global Complexity. See how this
solution empowers you to make better, more informed business decisions, while driving productivity.

Deployment Guide | SUSE Enterprise Storage 5 (SES 5 & SES 5.5)
Book “Administration Guide” The guide describes various administration tasks that are typically performed
after the installation. The guide also introduces steps to integrate Ceph with virtualization solutions such as
libvirt, Xen, or KVM, and ways to access objects stored in the cluster via iSCSI and RADOS gateways. ...

Cloud Application Architecture Guide E
Cloud Application Architecture Guide. Learn how to design scalable, resilient, and highly available cloud apps

Hadoop Examples: 5 Real
Financial services companies use analytics to assess risk, build investment models, and create trading

algorithms; Hadoop has been used to help build and run those applications. Retailers use it to help analyze
structured and unstructured data to better understand and serve their customers. In the ...

MarkLogic 9 Product Documentation
MarkLogic is the only Enterprise NoSQL Database. A condensed overview of the XQuery language, including a
description of the three XQuery dialects supported in MarkLogic Server.

Oracle Database 18c
Guides you through the scenario in which you upgrade and convert your earlier release non-CDB Oracle
Database to a multitenant architecture Oracle Database (pluggable database, or PDB, plugged into a container
database, or CDB), where the upgraded Oracle Database is on the sam eoperating system as your earlier release
Oracle Database.

